
Celebrity 
Trainers

DISH  
 THE 
DIRT! 
Who exercises 8 hours a day?
Who has sex in the locker room?
Who has a $19,000 gym bag?

Julianne
CRIES MORE 

THAN SHE 
SWEATS

StyleLife

Gaga 
LOVES BEING 

YELLED AT 

Kim 
FALLS OFF 

TREADMILL 
 TAKING SELFIES 

NOVEMBER 15, 
20212021

Selena
SNEAKS FRIES 

AFTER 
WORKOUTS

SPONSORED 

STEPHANIE PLUM  

IS BACK!

JANET
EVANOVICH

Ryan Reynolds

CHOOSING 
FAMILY 

OVER FAME

J. Lo  
Pumps  
the Brakes!

FURIOUS  
AT BEN’S BAD 
BEHAVIOR!

A360 MEDIA



CONFIDENCE 
BOOSTER

Wet, smelly underarms 

are, well, the pits. That’s 

why Sure Unscented 

Anti-Perspirant & 

Deodorant o�ers an 

invisible barrier of 

protection against 

unwanted odor that 

lasts 48 hours — sans an 

overpowering fragrance. 

Available in an invisible 

solid or aerosol spray, 

the sweat remedy also 

features anti-stain tech 

to keep clothes free 

from residue! Find it at 

Walmart.

All the loot we’re totally obsessing over right now!

THE ESSENCE 
OF A MAN
So classic! Brut’s 

signature citrus top notes 

and hints of spicy woods 

combine to create a 

masculine aroma with 

a lasting impression. 

Use the cologne daily 

on the face, body 

or both, after a 

shave, or anytime 

a quick sprucing 

up is needed. 

Hot tip: Rite Aid 

stores carry the 

legendary brand’s 

convenient 7 oz. 

splash-on bottle.

DRINK 
REFRESH
Cheers to a 

cocktail that’s 

delicious and 

super easy 

to make: The 

Bartenura 

Moscato and 

Cranberry 

Spritzer. To 

whip up this 

fall-inspired sip, just 

start with some cranberry juice, add an 

orange slice and top with Bartenura 

Moscato. Feeling fancy? Include a 

sprig of rosemary! For more Bartenura 

drink recipes, follow @BartenuraBlue 

everywhere or visit bartenura.com 

METALLIC MOMENT
Shine on with Able Made’s Maizy 

Micro Crossbody! The sustainable 

$250 bag boasts a soft, silver 

exterior crafted from durable 

pineapple-leaf fibers, plus a black, 

eco-suede lining inside. Completing 

the chic package? An adjustable strap 

that allows this standout to be worn over the shoulder, at 

the hip or across the body. ablemadeshop.com

ESSENTIAL UPGRADE
Talk about an eye-opening shower 

experience! Coast Pacific Force’s crisp, 

revitalizing scent works to awaken 

the senses in the a.m. while its high-

lathering, antimicrobial formula provides 

an all-day clean feel. Bonus: this bar 

soap — which is a more eco-friendly 

option than body wash — won’t dry out 

skin. Score an 8-pack at Walmart. 

CARIBBEAN 
HEALTH 
CLEANSE
Wellness is always on the 

agenda at Eden Roc Cap 

Cana. But the Dominican 

Republic property — where 

exercise programs, a 

relaxing spa and natural 

medicine guru await 

— recently upped the 

feel-good ante with a new 

seven-course chakras 

pairing menu. Served in a 

natural limestone cenote, 

the meal focuses on 

finding balance through 

curated eating. Yum-azing!  

edenroccapcana.com

luxe locale
OF THE WEEK

SWAGceleb-worthy

Sunny 
prospects!
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